Deactivation of Lab Orderables in VOOM

When lab orders are deactivated from the VUMC catalog per the lab formulary committee, existing patient orders will be updated in VOOM. When possible, VOOM will replace the orderable with a replacement test that has been approved by the medical director for the ancillary service area. Otherwise, VOOM will automatically discontinue the order. In all cases, VOOM will notify the ordering provider about order changes on the co-sign worklist.

If a deactivated orderable has an exact replacement, the co-sign worklist will display this order information:

![Co-sign worklist showing an exact replacement order]

Providers will need to acknowledge the change.

If a modified order still needs to be co-signed, the co-sign worklist will prompt for a signature and an acknowledgment:

![Co-sign worklist prompting for signature and acknowledgment]

Order needs to be co-signed by provider.

And, the change needs to be acknowledged.

If a deactivated orderable has more than one potential replacement (or the replacement orderable has different requirements for submission), the co-sign worklist will display the order information and list the replacements:

![Co-sign worklist showing multiple replacement options]

Acknowledge the discontinued order and launch VOOM to order the appropriate replacement.

If a deactivated orderable has no replacements, the co-sign worklist will display this information:

![Co-sign worklist showing no replacements]

Providers will need to acknowledge the order has been discontinued.

For questions or additional information on VOOM, contact the HELP desk at 615-343-HELP.